THE TRANSFORMATION OF BASIC SETS OF POLYNOMIALS
N. M. MIKHAIL

1. Introduction. The subject of basic sets of polynomials was introduced by J. M. Whittaker.
For such a set {pn(z)\, any polynomial
and in particular,
the polynomial
zn, admits a unique finite representation
of the form:

(1 •1)

2" = J^ wnipi(z) = X) wmX Pnz',
<
i
i

where (wy), (pif) are the basic sets of operators and coefficients respectively, associated with \pn(z)}.
The basic set of polynomials
is effective on \z\ =R if it represents
every function regular in |z| =R.
Whittaker
investigated
the order and the type of the basic set
[pn(Az+H)\
(At±0), in terms of the order and the type of the
basic set {pn(z)}.
Here, we investigate

the effectiveness of the transformations
of a
given basic set of polynomials
{^i.(s)} i.e. the effectiveness of the
sets j|iB(4z-|-7i)J
for some values of A and H, and the relation
between their domains of effectiveness. We prove the following two
theorems:

Theorem
1. Let {pn(z)} be a basic set of polynomials effective on
\z\ =R, where R^b; then the basic set [pn(Az+H)},
is:
(i) effective on \z\ =R, for all values of R satisfying b^Rif
\H\ S=&,

(ii) effective nowhere if \H\ >b.
Theorem

2. Let {pn(z)}

\z\ =R, where b^R^B;

be a basic set of polynomials

then the basic set {pn(Az+H)},

effective on

\h\ ^b,

is effective on \z\ =R where R satisfies b/A ^R^B/A.
Thus, we find that, if the given set is effective, then all its transformation sets are still effective if and only if the condition on H,
stated in Theorems 1 and 2, is satisfied. Also, we find by Theorems
1 and 2 that through the transformation,
it will be possible to change
the boundaries of the domain of effectiveness. Thus, it will be possible to represent any function, of given radius of regularity,
by one
of the transformation
sets of any given basic set of polynomials,
which

is effective

somewhere.
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2. Notation

and previous

results.

The author

577

has used his own

method to determine the effectiveness of basic sets of polynomials
by
means of some constants,
which he introduced
in [l].1 These constants are C, b and B, which when associated with the set {pn(z)\,

are defined by:
(2.1)

C = supd(»)(lim

sup„ (sup, (| wni \ \ pid(n) | )lln)),

where

(d(n)) is a sequence of integers such that: lim suptt d(n)/n
(2.2)

b = sup.(„)(lim

sup„ (sup,- (\ wni\ | pis(n) \ yi«->M)))

where

(s(n)) is a sequence of integers such that: lim sup„ s(n)/n
(2.3)

B = inf5(n) (lim sup„ (supt( \ wni\ \ pigM \ )1/"-»<"')),

= 1.

= a < 1.
where

(g(n)) is a sequence of integers such that: lim supn g(n)/n

= a' > 1.

In case of the reciprocal set {pt(z)\,
the associated constants
are
C*, b* and B* and they are defined by interchanging
the operators
and the coefficients in (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) respectively.
If {un(z)} is the product set of the sets {p„(z)} and {q„(z)} in this

order, i.e.
{un(z)\

the corresponding
Cu =

Cpq =

constants

supd(n)

(lim

supn

=

{pn(z)}{qn(z)\,

Cu, bu and Bu are defined
(supmil(

\vnm\

by:

\ wmi \ \ pix \ \ qxd(n) \)lln)),

and so on for bu and Bu, where (vtj) and (q„) are the operators
and
the coefficients sets, respectively,
associated with the set {qn(z)}.

The author,

has introduced
{un(z)\

then

the set

{pn(z)\

in [l], the notation
=

of quotient

sets. If

{pn(z)}{qn(z)\,

is the quotient

set of {m„(z)|

and

{gn(z)}

in

this order i.e.
{^«(2)}

=

{Un(z)}{q*n(z)},

and accordingly, we can find the corresponding
constants
Bp which are actually CUq*, bug', and Buq>, respectively.

Cp, bp and

We proved in [l], that for any basic set of polynomials,
then such a set is effective on \z\ =R, where R satisfies:
(i) b^R, when lim sup„ Dn/n = l,
(ii) b^R^B,

when

lim sup„ Dn/n

is greater

than

if C^l,

unity.

the highest power of 2 in (1.1).)
We use, here, the notation s(n; p) and s(n; u) to discriminate
1 The numbers

in square brackets

refer to the references
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[August

tween the numbers of the sequence (s(n)) used in finding the values
of b and bu respectively.
The same is followed in case of (g(n)).

3. Proof of Theorem 1.

(i) If \H\ ^b,
write \un(z)) for the transformation
\qn(z)} be a basic set of polynomials

set {pn(Az+H)\.
defined by:

Let the set

qn(z) = (Az + H)n, for every value of n.

Let U, P and Q be the matrices of coefficients,
Y, W and V the
matrices of operators
of the sets {un(z)\,
{pn(z)} and {<Zn(z)} respectively.
We can easily find that U —PQ. So the set {w„(z)} is
actually the product set of the two sets |£n(z)} and |?n(z)} in this
order i.e.
(3.1)

{un(z)}

= {pn(z)}{qn(z)}.

{pn(z)\

= {un(z)\{q*n(z)}.

Also, we have:
(3.2)

Hence, in view of (3.1) and (2.1), we have:
Cu = Cpq = supd(„)

(lim sup„

(supm,-x (| vnm \ \ wmi \ \ pix \ \ qxd(n) \ ))1/n).

But, we know that:
Vnm= ( * \ (H/AYH-™,
Hence,

Cu^lim

sup„

i\vnn\

and

\wni\

(3.3)

qxj = ( * \ Am*~K

\pid(») \ |gd(»>d(n)| )1/n, i.e.

Cu^C.

Also, in view of (3.2) and (2.1), we have:
C^lim

sup„ (| qn„ \ \ yni \ | «ww

(3.4)

| | vawdw

\ )1/n, i.e.

C^Cu.

Combining

the results (3.3) and (3.4), we get: CU= C. Since C^l

because of the effectiveness of the set \pn(z)}, then we have: Cu^ 1.
Hence the transformed
set {wre(z)} satisfies the necessary condition
of effectiveness [l, Theorem 5(a)].

In view of (3.1) and (2.2), we have:
bu = sups(„)

This equality

\H\^b.

(lim sup„

(supmiI

holds for every

(| vnm | | wmi \ \ pix \ \ qx,M \ )i/»-«(»)).

possible

value of m, i and x because

Hence:
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(3.5)

K ^ biA-'A'M)1!*--™

579

= b/A.

Also, in view of (3.2) and (2.2), we have by similar

treatment:

b > buA, i.e.

(3.6)

bu ^ b/A.

Combining

the results

(3.5) and (3.6), we get the following result;

bu = b/A.
Thus the transformed

set {pn(Az+H)}

is effective on | z\ =R, where

R is such that R^b/A.
For example, if the basic set of polynomials
{/>„(z)} is effective in
all the discs R^b, then the translated
set {pn(z+H)}
is still effective

for the same discs if \H\ ^b.

(ii) If \H\>b,
lor simplicity,
b ^

(3.7)

put A=l.
lim

sup„

Then we have in view of (3.2) and (2.2):

(|

qnn \ \ yni\

| Ui,^-u)

| | n,(n;u)o|

)1/n

^ lim sup„ (bu)(<*-•(»;«»'"| #!»(»;«>/», i.e.
b > bu, since | H \ > b.

Also, in view of (3.1) and (2.2), we have:
bu > lim sup„ (ft)(»-•(»;?))/"I #|. (»;?>/* i.e,

(3.8)

bu>

b.

ii'

As it is impossible to find such a value for bu satisfying
both inequalities
(3.7) and (3.8), then the set \un(z)) = {pn(Az+H)\
is
effective nowhere, for every value of | H\ >b. E.g. consider the simple
set {pn(z)} defined by: pn(z) —zn, lor every value of n. We know that
this set is effective in the whole plane, i.e. b = 0. Thus, we expect that
for any value of H, the translated
set {pn(z+H)\
is effective nowhere, and this is true.

Proof

of Theorem

2. From Theorem

Cu = C
Regarding

and

1, we have:

bu = b/A.

the value of Bu, we have in view of (3.1) and (2.3):

Bu g lim

sup„

(| vnn | | wni | | pi0(„;p)

| | qS(n;p)0(n;P)

Bu ^ £(,4-»+<k»,i>))i/»-<k»,p>= B/A.

Also, in view of (3.2) and (2.3), we have:
B < BJA»-»<»;«))i/»-»<»;u) _ buA, i.e.

(3.10)

~

Bu ^ B/A.
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Combining the results (3.9) and (3.10), we get:
Bu = B/A.
Thus the result of the theorem follows. N.B. The results CU= C and
bu = b/A, proved in Theorem 1, and employed in the proof of the
above theorem hold for every value of m, i and x because of the
imposed condition \H\ ^b. For example when investigating
the value
of bu, we find that x may belong to the sequence (d(n)) or the sequence (g(n)).
If x belongs to (d(n)), we have: bu^ \h\ Cllil~c'>/A. It is obvious

that the R.H.S. of this inequality is still less or equal to b/A. Thus
the inequality bu^b/A deduced in Theorem 1, in which x belongs to
(s(n)), still holds in this case. If x belongs to (g(n)), we have:

bu^lH^-^i^-^/AB^-^i^-^.

The R.H.S. of this inequality is still

less or equal to b/A. Thus the inequality bu^b/A
holds always.
We, also, conclude that the condition
\H\ ^b is sufficient and
necessary for the effectiveness of the transformed
set [pn(Az+H)\
where the set [pn(z)} is effective somewhere. The sufficiency follows
from Theorem l(i) and Theorem 2, and the necessity follows from

Theorem l(ii).
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